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The National Affordable Housing team of American Express Tax and Business Services brings
exceptional experience in both finance and strategy.  We offer a comprehensive awareness of
all applicable regulations; our solid grounding in the industry eliminates any learning curve and
allows us to work immediately, efficiently and cost-effectively on behalf of our clients.  Whether
you are an owner, developer, syndicator, property manager, investor, lender, government official
or affordable housing sponsor, call on us for service with accounting, tax advice or to review
any unique aspect of your affordable housing development, including: 

American Express
Tax and Business Services
National Affordable Housing Practice

■ successful application for of Low Income Housing Tax Credits, historic tax credits and
New Markets Tax Credits 

■ investigating alternative financial structures to maximize owner/investor returns
■ mixed and layered financing, including public funding and tax-exempt bonds
■ advice on negotiating terms and rates of conventional financing
■ private syndication investment advice
■ assistance in identifying and negotiating with lenders, underwriters and other

development partners
■ exit strategies, including projecting residual value and investor tax liabilities
■ due diligence reviews for investors and syndicators
■ preparing projections, forecasts and statements of cash flow
■ technical assistance in reviewing debt agreements, covenants, partnership

agreements and other financial documents in coordination with legal counsel
■ lease abstraction, analysis and administration
■ review of asset management procedures
■ residual value analysis
■ HOPE VI conversions of public housing
■ program regulatory compliance, including HUD REAC filings, cost certifications, etc.
■ developing monitoring systems for watch list and non-watch list properties
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EXPERIENCE
The American Express Tax and Business
Services (TBS) National Affordable Housing
Team represents decades of highly successful
activity in the affordable housing industry.  We
have consulted with owners, developers,
investors, government officials and not-for-
profit sponsors from Maine to California. Our
team members are known nationally for
providing the highest quality advice and
counsel: we understand the strategic,
operational and financial issues critical to
project success, and we are committed to
delivering solutions which achieve your
investment goals.

CREATIVITY
Our client base in affordable housing is diverse—owner,
investor, sponsor, property manager—but all seek our advice
to understand the myriad of programmatic offerings and
structure a fiscally sound project which realizes maximum
return.  Financing choices are dynamic, and the participation of
a knowledgeable and experienced guide is essential to
success. Our team has mastered the complexities of
innumerable state and federal funding programs; our
assistance includes preparing detailed financial forecasts,
analyzing the optimal tax position and related benefits, and
determining the feasibility of financing, partnership structure
and residual value.  We can advise on combining funding
sources to help grow the value of each exponentially, and on
structuring transactions to meet investor goals, regulatory
requirements and developer scheduling opportunities. 
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SOLUTIONS
We add value, seeking always to be an
instrumental force in realizing each client’s
objectives.  We can guide developers through
the maze of financing, regulation, and
community resistance. Our unique
combination of knowledge helps us move
clients quickly through an often complex
process while considering financial,
regulatory and scheduling implications as well
as the concerns of the investor. Whatever the
project, whatever the challenge, your TBS
team will stay involved from beginning to end,
from determining project feasibility to
securing financing to considering the
implications—residual value, investor tax
liability, recapture—of  available 
exit strategies.

SERVICE 
The TBS National Affordable Housing team
considers each client association as a
partnership which extends well beyond
traditional accounting and tax compliance
services.  Our focus is on the investment, and
our assistance provides substantial,
responsive, hands-on benefit before, during
and after construction.  We seek in every
transaction to maximize the value of each
dollar while protecting all affected parties. Our
goal is the seamless integration of developer,
sponsor, lender, investor and regulator, to
ensure project success. Our team of
accounting and tax professionals bring a
breadth of understanding, and can provide
technical assistance on subjects ranging from
program cost limits to affordable/market rate
unit mix to financial projections and 
debt structure.
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American Express Tax and Business Services is committed to
building the best business advisory firm in the country.  TBS is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the American Express Company, known
from Wall Street to Main Street as a worldwide leader in financial
services. Our professionals are completely dedicated to assisting
clients in achieving their corporate objectives. 

Through its acquisition of key regional accounting firms, including
Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser LLP, Hausser + Taylor LLC and Ziner,
Kennedy & Lehan LLP, American Express Tax and Business Services
is now ranked eighth largest on the Accounting Today list of Top 100
accounting firms. Together, our National Affordable Housing Practice
has all the bases covered: coast-to-coast experience, national
perspective and backgrounds of unrivaled breadth and depth.  Call on
us for all of your accounting and consulting needs.

American Express Tax and Business Services Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of
American Express, a publicly owned company. American Express employs CPAs but is
not a licensed CPA firm.
© 2003 American Express Tax and Business Services Inc. All rights reserved.
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American Express
Tax and Business Services
National Affordable Housing Practice

Boston
John Mackey, CPA
Jim McGowan, CPA
24 Federal Street, Boston MA 02110
2300 Crown Colony Drive, Quincy, MA 02169

617.542.8880 

Chicago
Michael Sher, CPA
Bill Hassett, CPA
1 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606

312.634.3400

Cleveland
Renee Beaver, CPA
Ron DeGrandis, CPA
1001 Lakeside Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44114

216.523.1900

Los Angeles
Sid Grossfeld, CPA
6320 Canoga Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA 91367

818.466.2100
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We provide business

communications that

deliver the highest level

of customer care



For over 15 years, Pinnacle Data Systems has successfully
provided document management and distribution services
to document-intensive companies within the insurance, utilities,
telecommunications, credit union, collections, financial services and
business-to-business industries. With our absolute focus on the customer
experience and supporting you throughout the process, Pinnacle prides
itself on developing custom solutions to meet each client’s specific needs.

Why continue to invest your company’s precious resources in rapidly changing
print technologies and equipment when Pinnacle can do it all?

With redundant facilities in Atlanta, Georgia and Birmingham, Alabama,
we are able to provide complete end-to-end document management and
distribution with unsurpassed speed and quality. With a revolutionary business
model, expert professionals, the latest technologies and a customer-centered
focus, we’ve devised the most effective and affordable system for creating
and producing your transactional documents.

Our unmatched savings-focused methodologies and strategic industry
partnerships allow us to supply premium service that allows us to provide
expertise on all aspects of systems integration, document processing,
documents manufacturing, and document delivery. From document creation
to management, printing, and distribution, we are truly your one source
for affordable, quality document processing.

From document
creation to
management,
printing, and
distribution,
we are truly your
one source for
affordable,
quality document
processing.



A service provider that actually saves you money?
That’s why Pinnacle is on top.

We are certified experts. Both SAS 70 and PCI certified, Pinnacle has obtained the highest level of
certifications in the industry. In business for over 15 years, we know the complex world of document
processing inside and out.

We make the process easier than ever. As a fully managed provider, our full spectrum
of services takes your documents from production to printing to delivery within the most efficient
print process around. Even the most complex data streams are managed with ease and allow for
complete flexibility.

We keep you competitive. With the highest speed, highest quality technology on the market,
we offer record-pace turnaround without sacrificing quality. Currently, we produce and mail
approximately 5 million documents a month, developing winning print solutions for virtually
every type of company.

We provide the highest quality of customer care. Our focus on customer experience
and support goes beyond traditional expectations. We partner with our clients from Day 1, designing
a plan that fits their distinct needs and allowing for continual collaboration and oversight.

We develop truly customized solutions. We pride ourselves on custom-tailoring each and
every solution to our clients’ specific needs and goals. Each client receives its own project management
team dedicated to generating the best results with maximum savings.

We offer the most affordable solutions on the market. Our revolutionary business
model allows us to work with your in-house A/R and A/P departments to design and deliver documents
that, save your company money and resources and elicit response.

Why Pinnacle
stands out



DOCUMENT
DESIGN/CREATION

The right information,
to the right person,
for the right action
Our document creation process offers
clients the best of both worlds: client
input and collaboration, coupled
with Pinnacle’s expert guidance and
design savvy. Our winning designers
work with you to create compelling
documents that speak to your target
audience and generate real results.

Whether it is the desire to
create TransPromo (transactional/
promotional) documents that cross
sell and upsell products and services,
or the need to redesign your bills and
statements for greater clarity, we offer
the latest creative options in color,
graphics and variable messaging that
ensure your business communications
will stand out and encourage action.

In the Pinnacle process, each client is
assigned its own project management
team to custom-design a document
solution based on your precise
business goals. Taking into account
the scope, objectives, timing, resource
constraints, strategy, and technical
requirements, we will tailor-make the
most effective and efficient plan with
fully accountable milestones built in.

While your project is underway,
weekly project team meetings ensure
your project is progressing accurately
and on schedule. Regular client
sign-offs are also an integral part
of your project plan, keeping you in
the loop and in concurrence.

A full spectrum of services to
drive value to your documents and
enhance your customer’s experience.

— Charts and graphics
for greater clarity

— Value-added
personalization to
grab attention

— Marketing messages
for cross-selling and
up-selling products
and services

— Multi-channel
delivery options

Our Services



ONLINE
SOLUTIONS

Increase control and visibility
through our expanding
electronic solutions.
Today companies need speed,
flexibility, and real-time access to
stay competitive. Pinnacle delivers
with the latest in electronic solutions
that give clients the power to view
and receive documents anytime,
anywhere. Utilizing our cutting-edge
software solutions, we’ve devised the
most advanced client review and
document hosting system on
high-band, secure servers.

With 24-hour, seven-day-a-week
access, you have more control over
your documents from creation to
delivery. And your customer service
representatives and field agents
can deliver knowledgeable
communication with your clients.

With our easy-to-navigate digital
archival and retrieval system, they
can immediately access invoices and
statements from any location at any
time, reducing customer service
calls and insuring a positive
customer experience.

ON-DEMAND
PRINTING/PUBLISHING

High-speed production—even
in small quantities.
Digital on-demand printing is
practically a necessity in today’s
business world, as materials are
in constant need of changing or
updating. With Pinnacle, on-demand
printing finally becomes affordable.
Having designed the most intelligent
and effective system for producing
transactional documents, we can offer
the elimination of obsolete inventory
and the updating of data at each
production run, while still substantially
minimizing unit cost.

We offer the best in high-speed,
high-quality digital printing options,
including black and white and
highlight color laser printing, as well
as full-color offset printing. Besides
delivering record turnaround, we
ensure accuracy and image quality,
as all of our print projects run through
a meticulous, quality-control process.

We also provide countless output
formatting options that give you the
ability to provide marketing message
and transactional data, as well as
choose the rules that determine what
information gets printed and in what
format. Discover output options like
computer-controlled, high-speed
document inserting, householding
documents in one envelope for
greater efficiency, and digitizing
any graphic representation like
signatures and logos to speed time
to market.

And for those smaller jobs, we
provide low-volume digital printing
without the usual hefty price tag. Our
in-house finishing capabilities round
out the full-service experience, with
stapling and coil and tape binding
among others.

— On-demand solutions
deliver the number
of documents you
need, only when you
need them

— Highest speed, highest
quality laser printing

— Meticulous digital
printing process

— Personalized
communications
of all types

— Countless output
formatting and
finishing capabilities

— Unprecedented speed,
and flexibility

— 24/7/365 access allows
you to view documents
anytime, anywhere

— More control from
creation to delivery

— Easy-to-navigate system



DOCUMENT
DISTRIBUTION

Smart mailstream solutions
for sending communications
Working with Pinnacle, you will
considerably reduce overhead,
inventory, and postage costs while
quickly reaching all critical
channels of distribution. We offer
in-house technology for document
composition, printing, presorting
and inserting systems. Coupled with
access to the most current online
solutions, we offer seamless,
cost-effective ways to communicate
with your customers. We can insert
several documents addressed to the
same recipient into a single envelope,
eliminating duplicate mailings and
saving postage.

Pinnacle’s clients also benefit
from significant postage savings
through our in-depth understanding
of postage regulations and our
strong partnership with USPS.
This partnership allows us to offer
the lowest possible rates and
the fastest delivery, as well as
eradicate the problems inherent
with presort equipment.

And by using the latest in USPS
mailstream solutions like delivery
point validation (DPV), NCOALink,
and Intelligent Mail Barcode (IMB),
we can precisely track when mail is
sent and received, improving cash
flow and profitability.

We have expertise in delivering
documents through a wide range of
distribution channels simultaneously,
including USPS, printers, Internet,
email, removable media (CD),
database, archive, complimentary
customer care and financial systems.

This lets you reach your customers
through the most effective outlets
and allows for flexibility within those
outlets. Regardless of the delivery
channel, we electronically archive
your projects, allowing for easy
online viewing and management.

Direct Marketing and
Fulfillment. We offer creative
marketing services (from forms and
statement design to full development
of marketing and retention programs)
designed to help clients attract and
retain new customers.

Information Storage. We provide
low-cost, flexible output storage and
distribution solutions via our electronic
archival system that permanently
protect your data.

— Multi-channel delivery for
print or electronic options

— Postal optimization for
the best postal discounts
and fastest delivery

— Archiving services
to support all your
business needs

— Ability to handle a wide
variety of data streams



OUR CLIENT BENEFITS ARE AT THE TOP
— Improved cash flow and profitability

— More effective documents

— Lower operating costs

— Reduced capital expenditures

— Reduced management and staffing requirements

— Guaranteed output and delivery

— Increased efficiency

— Renewed resources to focus on core competencies

— Professional project management

— Greater collaboration and review

Produce Print Deliverg g



At Pinnacle Data Systems,
it’s always about you.

Industries served:
— Insurance
— Utilities
— Telecommunications
— Credit Unions

— Collections
— Financial Services
— Business-to-Business

PINNACLE DATA SYSTEMS, LLC
200 Summit Parkway
Birmingham, Alabama 35209

4388 Shackleford Road
Norcross, GA 30093

(888) 895-1004

pinnacledatasystems.com



Website	Content:	
 
 
 

Examples of my website content writing and editing can be seen at: 
 
 www.lee-associates.com/multifamily  (commercial brokerage) 

 
 www.benchinternational.com  (executive recruiting) 

 
 www.icama.org  (alternative medical association) 

 
 www.cfvalleys.org  (nonprofit community foundation)   

 
 www.alantaylorrealestate.com  (residential real estate) 

 
 www.insightcenter.org  (meditation/spiritual training center) 
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What Is Disaster Recovery?
Disaster Recovery Planning involves a series of procedures that minimize the adverse effects of major unplanned outages 
(also known as “downtime”).  Disasters can quickly arise and dismantle your business because of such events as: 

o  Attacks by Hackers  o  Computer Viruses  o  Power Failures o  Natural Disasters o  System Administration Errors 

The concept of Business Continuity (Disaster Recovery Strategy) involves insuring that your organization's critical 
business processes, including its IT infrastructure, are preserved and maintained in the event of a disaster. 

Why is Disaster Recovery Planning So Important?
When properly implemented, Disaster Recovery Planning Strategies can reduce your expenses considerably. With this in 
mind, 4Service offers comprehensive, cost-effective Disaster Recovery Planning Solutions. Through our complete range 
of custom-tailored solutions, we help protect not only your information systems, but also your personnel and business 
processes. Our Disaster Recovery Planning Solutions include: 

 o   Comprehensive Disaster Recovery Plan 
 o   Offsite Data Storage 
 o   Offsite Data Protection 
 o   Real-Time Data Protection 

 o   Business Continuity Planning 

Disaster Recovery Planning solutions from 4Service will help you reduce or avoid revenue losses; protect your 
mission-critical data by leveraging our infrastructure and support services; reduce downtime and increase employee 
productivity; enable you to resume business and employee activities more quickly and cost-effectively following a disaster 
or other unplanned interruption. 

 Why 4Service?
4Service’s reputation for industry-specific knowledge, technical expertise and superior service 
offers clients an impeccable track record of protection and peace of mind.  We specialize 
exclusively in the designing, configuring and implementing of unsurpassed Disaster Recovery 
Planning Solutions, Real-Time Data Protection, Business Continuity Planning and Offsite Data 
Storage Solutions.  Securing your business is our only business.     
“No Recovery Strategy = No Data"TM.  Please contact us for further information. 
 

4Service's Disaster Recovery Planning Strategies:  
“No Recovery Strategy = No Data"TM

While the importance of Disaster Recovery Planning has long been recognized, 
with both the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and recent technology changes, 
protecting your business in case of disaster is more vital than ever.  Small and 
medium enterprises today face some tough choices in planning for the future. 
   

“WE HELP PROTECT NOT 
ONLY YOUR INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, BUT ALSO YOUR 
PERSONNEL AND BUSINESS 
PROCESSES.”







And in a recent Real Estate Forum article, 
“Optimism Remains High for Multifamily’s 
Future,” we find that “professionals from all 
facets of the apartment industry seem to feel 
even better about the sector’s mid- and long-
term prospects.”    
 
Reviewing the 2010 RealShare Apartments 
Conference, attended by more than 1,200 
industry professionals, the buzz on 
multifamily tenancy was very affirming.  Greg 
Willett, Vice President of research and 
analysis for MPF Research, asserted that 

“demand will be strong as the new year 
begins.”  He noted that “apartments are 
picking up renters who are either coming out 
of shadow-market product or foreclosed 
homes as the economy gets better.”  Willett 
also shared that effective rents for new leases 
were up 2.6% (from late 2009), while 
occupancy is making steady progress, where 
“in some places [rents have] gone up 
significantly, and stabilized in others.” 
 
If these and other positive indicators bear 
out, we can look forward to a slow but 
continued ride toward the light. 

Multiple Indicators Point to Growing 
Confidence in the Multifamily Sector  
 
 

T here is light at the end of the tunnel for 
commercial real estate, according to the recently 
released Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2011 (co-

authored by PriceWaterhouseCoopers and the Urban 
Land Institute).  But the industry’s recovery will materialize on a smaller 
scale, owed to the macroeconomic transformations that have hit every 
sector.  In this type of climate, core properties should yield middle to 

upper single digit returns, while 
higher risk investments should garner 
double digit returns once leveraged.    
 
In the least, the investment climate 
has improved from a year ago,  

particularly for top-quality assets due to the historically low interest rate 
environment.  Still, there remain a number of challenges for commercial 
real estate to fully recover. The overarching issue is how highly 
dependent the sector’s health is on outside forces like job creation.  
Noted a respondent in the Emerging Trends report, “Our problems are 
much bigger than real estate, and solutions are well beyond the scope of 
our industry.”   
 
On a positive note, lenders are slowly granting more loans, aided by low 
interest rates and better balance sheets, although their predilection for 
top-tier assets persists.  It is also interesting to look at the investment 
scene in terms of equity and debt.  As far as equity goes, many buyers 
are still sitting on plenty of cash.   Emerging Trends respondents affirmed 
this, with more than 55% stating that equity was either ‘moderately’ or 
‘substantially’ oversupplied.  However, in considering debt, over 78% of 
respondents stated that debt was either ‘moderately’ or ‘substantially’ 
undersupplied. 
 
Overall, the outlook is certainly brighter for Los Angeles, which steadily 
remains a Top 10 Market.  But investors should feel especially renewed 
confidence in the apartment sector.  The Emerging Trends survey ranked 
apartments as the most attractive investment, scoring a respectable 6.19 
(out of 10), as compared with the industrial (5.07), hotel (4.78), office 
(4.72) and retail (4.50) sectors. 

AGENT NAME  TITLE 

COMPANY NAME 

 

ADDRESS STREET  ■   SUITE #  ■   CITY, ST ZIP  ■   ###.###.#### ■   FAX ###.###.####  ■   EMAIL@COMPANY.COM  ■   WWW.WEBSITENAME.COM  

“The investment climate has 
improved from a year ago.” 

     Volume X, Issue 1  ■  January 2011 

The Latest Commercial Real Estate News, Trends & Advice for the San Fernando Valley and Greater Los Angeles   

As always, if you would like to meet to discuss these 
findings or your personalized investment goals, please 
contact me at your convenience. 

“Demand will be strong as the        
new year begins.” 

CO. LOGO 



  
 
 
The Evolution of Web Commerce               
 
 
Now more than ever, retailers in the age of e-commerce are facing a “survival of the fittest.”  With 
the Internet’s colossal influence on retail sales, merchants’ success is becoming highly dependent 
on their ability to intelligently adapt to the changing face of how business is done. 
 
When e-commerce first emerged, its potential seemed immense yet its potency was feeble.  
Retailers’ websites and advertising presented consumers with few choices, difficult navigation, 
insecure or awkward payment options and virtually no interactivity or personalized content.  
Moreover, consumers lacked quality sources for product reviews and comparison shopping.  Over 
time, e-commerce has evolved – in reaction to the people and made possible by the Internet’s 
explosive technological capacities – into an infinitely more sophisticated mechanism.  The result?  
Consumers are fast becoming techno-savvy, and in turn, expecting much more.  
 
More of what, exactly?  In this information age perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised to learn that it’s 
more information.  Indeed, retail consumers regard the Internet primarily as a powerhouse 
research machine.  A whopping 92% of shoppers research products online, with many spending 
significant amounts of time investigating and comparing before committing to a purchase.   In fact, 
by 2012 U.S. retail sales based on online research are expected to reach $1.1 trillion, nearly half of 
total retail sales (Forrester Research).   
 
But this is only part of the equation.  The crucial factor is that over 90 percent of these online-
researched sales will take place in the store. As the evidence bears out, shoppers prefer employing 
the efficiency of the Internet to research products, then using the convenience of the local store to 
see, test and ultimately buy the product.  So with most every sale occurring “on-location,” the 
demarcation of roles is unambiguous:  the store remains the major purchasing vehicle, while the 
Internet is the prevailing marketing vehicle for driving in-store sales.  
 
The goal for retailers, then, is to strategically harness the power of the Internet to effectively reach 
the most consumers while maximizing profitability.  The key to getting there is bridging the 
online/in-store gap with highly personalized, information-rich Web marketing. 
 
First and foremost, retailers’ websites should be an engaging destination for information gathering.  
The messages within must communicate relevance, value, local convenience, search efficiency 
and a strong brand message.  To this end, smart retailers are providing an ever-increasing amount 
of highly useful content like in-depth product guides, consumer reviews and cross-product 
comparisons.  In addition, integrating rich media and interactivity proves highly effective, providing 
consumer reach that rivals that of newspapers and television.  
 
Shrewd retailers are also turning to multi-channel shopping and advertising companies to best 
connect with their consumers and drive sales.  ShopLocal, for instance, powers more than one 
hundred of the nation’s top retailers, enabling them to deliver highly targeted promotions via the 
Internet and even mobile applications.  One specialty of such companies is blending local 



promotions and components of the in-store experience into retailers’ websites and online presence.  
Take, for example, strategic Web placement of timely sales and promotional information.  Once 
strictly the domain of Sunday newspapers, in-store sales and weekly circular ads can now feature 
prominently on both retailer websites and banner ads across the Internet.  Using behavioral and 
demographic targeting, providers like ShopLocal can localize such ads to each consumer’s 
neighborhood store, individual preferences and buying habits.  The results are overwhelming, with 
over 70% of shoppers more likely to interact with localized rich media ads over non-localized ones. 
 
Taking advantage of today’s online-influenced, in-store purchasing trend also means creating a 
more streamlined process within the multi-channel marketplace.  For one, large retailers like Wal-
Mart, Target, Sears and Best Buy now offer in-store product availability via the Web, the ultimate 
convenience for shoppers ready to purchase.  These companies are also moving the cash register 
into shoppers’ homes with highly popular “buy online, pickup in-store” functionality, further blurring 
the lines between what have typically been mutually exclusive, channel-specific activities. 
 
And when it comes to cross-product comparison functionality, next-generation shopping sites like 
ShopLocal.com, Krillion and Yokel deliver the ultimate in comparison shopping.  For instance, 
ShopLocal.com, the leading multi-channel marketplace on the Web, offers consumers millions of 
timely online and in-store offers on one easy-to-use site.  With such unprecedented choice and 
control in their shopping experience, consumers can efficiently find the right product, at the right 
price, at the right place and at the right time. 
 
When properly “exploited,” today’s Internet exerts an immensely powerful force that increases 
traffic, drives in-store sales and delivers considerable return on investment.  Tomorrow’s retailers 
best poised to survive and thrive, then, will intelligently adapt with highly targeted, information-
driven communication across multiple formats on the Web. And as this online integration fast 
becomes standard, savvy shoppers will come to expect it from you…. or go elsewhere. 
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    Pro C900 Presentation for Graphic Expo 2008 
 

 

Is it possible to get everything you want – affordable, high-performance color, on-

demand turnaround, maximum productivity and guaranteed reliability – all from one 

machine?  Well, Ricoh’s ready to ‘rock your world’ with the new Pro C900 Series – a 

revolutionary workhorse of a printer that finally makes color production printing an 

affordable reality. 

 

Especially designed from the inside out to meet the specific production needs of your 

business, the Pro C900 redefines value – it’s an all-in-one, compact, color workhorse with 

a surprisingly low total cost of ownership.  Spend just a few minutes with the C900, and 

we know you’ll be impressed.  This machine rivals the performance of higher-cost, heavy-

production machines with intelligent components that take productivity to a whole new 

level.  It offers a rich suite of workflow options that deliver the flexibility to tackle any job 

with equally impressive ease-of-use.  And with durable construction and built-in support, 

you have peace of mind that the Pro C900 is built to last.   

 

Before we get into its many features, let’s talk value… because at the end of the day, it’s 

about the bottom line, right?  You want to grow your business as competitively and cost-

efficiently as possible.  That’s why the Pro C900 couldn’t be a better investment.  It starts 

with a low initial price, beating out most others in its class.  It continues with a 

reasonable total cost of ownership, owed to its incredibly clever construction that boasts 

low-maintenance performance, streamlined production and a smaller footprint than other 

printers in its class.  In fact, customers are amazed at the long-term savings they’re 

realizing from its remarkable efficiency alone!  Perhaps best of all, the Pro C900 is fully 

customizable.  With upgrades for light production and downsizing for heavy production, 

it instantly adapts to your business’s changing needs and stands ready to accommodate 

larger jobs as you grow down the line.  Without a doubt, the C900 is your wisest business 

investment – delivering premium color printing at an unsurpassed value.   
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Now, when it comes to image quality, expect the highest level of professional specifications 

with the C900.  Its 1200 dpi resolution delivers sharper, clearer, more brilliant images 

than ever before.   To achieve this degree of ‘color perfection,’ Ricoh put together some of 

the most carefully designed components and functions… there’s premixed toner 

replenishment that delivers a continuous supply of developer… a single-direction 

development method that prevents developer reuse… a registration adjustment function 

for superior accuracy... safeguards that suppress color density fluctuation.  These features 

and more guarantee superb, continuous image quality over even your largest volume print 

jobs. 

 

Ricoh knows that your customers also expect lightening-fast, need-it-yesterday 

turnaround.  That’s why we’ve developed a novel system, streamlined in every way for 

rapid turnaround, that gives the C900 top-of-the-line performance.  Its ultra high speed 

alone will wow you – an impressive 90 pages per minute in black-and-white and color.  

What’s more, this machine boasts the competitive performance of heavy production 

machines with a robust engine and components designed to handle anything you can 

throw at it.  To achieve this level of performance, our engineers have thought of 

everything:  a broadened fusing temperature range that enables full speed output… paper 

handling that manages multiple sizes and supports up to 300 grams/square meter… a 

large capacity tray with air-assisted feeding mechanism to prevent multi-feeding… a wide 

range of media support to specially handle the variety of papers you use most.  With this 

kind of peak performance and maximized turnaround time, you’ll see significant gains in 

productivity from the very first week. 

 

Of course, the Pro C900 isn’t all speed and no substance.  Its clever design gives you the 

best of both worlds:  quick delivery with best-in-class printing output.  That means smart 

workflow solutions and limitless in-line finishing options for producing every type of 

document at any volume.   As you well know, most of today’s typical production color 

printers only do half the job – leaving you stuck with hand collating, off-line finishing, 

preprinting tabs, printing on multiple printers… the kind of inefficient, aggravating 

burden that eats into your time and your bottom line.  The Pro C900 has answered this 
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issue – and then some – with its full array of print shop-in-a-box capabilities.  Now at 

your fingertips, all in one machine, is a high speed finisher, saddle-stitch finisher, large 

capacity stacker, perfect binder and ring binder, to name just a few.  It’s also compatible 

with the PLOCKMATIC booklet making system and GBC Stream Punch III.  This 

means that now, color newsletters can be printed, folded and stapled as simply as your old 

black-and-white ones were.  Color manuals can be produced in-line including color 

pages, color tabs, z-fold inserts and punching.  With the Pro C900, your color jobs come 

off the printer not as mere stacks of pages but as full, client-ready documents.  Even when 

it comes to personalized documents, Ricoh’s got you covered.  The C900 is a whiz at 

variable data printing, allowing you to seamlessly produce more targeted marketing 

without the traditional headaches.  And as companies move to extend marketing 

campaigns into the electronic realm as well as to reduce their paper footprint, the Pro 

C900 has responded with extensive web-to-print capabilities.   With these variable data 

and web-to-print options, you stand to offer more integrated marketing campaigns that 

greatly expand your scope of profitability.  To bring you these offerings, we partner with 

the leading software vendors – like Objectif Lune/Planet Press®, PrintShop Mail and 

EFI/Digital StoreFrontTM with Fusion Pro – to put together a complete system that 

answers your internal demands. 

 

Ricoh also realizes that printing-on-demand doesn’t have room for downtime, and delays 

mean major dollars.  So rest assured that as a market leader in dependability, Ricoh built 

the Pro C900 to be one of the most reliable production printers in the marketplace today.  

With the stamina and durability of heavy production models, this machine is built to 

last… with every engine, component and internal connection carefully planned, designed 

and tested.  But the C900’s design goes beyond fundamental reliability.  Ricoh takes it to 

the next level with immediate repair capabilities that can mean the difference between 

getting the job out on time and losing the client.  For one thing, replacements for toner 

and media can now be carried out during operation.  For another, the Pro C900 is built 

with TCRUs – trained customer replacement units – that allow for direct, real-time 

troubleshooting and repair.  Forget waiting around for a service technician; now it takes 

minutes, not days, to get you up and running again quickly.  All of these instant repair 
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features were designed with you in mind, so repairs and replacements are simpler and 

faster than ever.  With the Pro C900, expect a higher standard of reliability that 

maximizes uptime and keeps you more profitable. 

 

When you purchase the Pro C900, you get much more than what’s inside the box.  You 

automatically receive the outstanding service and support of Ricoh’s Production Printing 

Business Group –  a team expressly formed to address and support your unique in-plant 

production environment.  This group comes highly experienced and professionally 

trained to offer you advanced, valuable guidance – from the moment you plug in the 

C900 to 20 years of growth down the line.  There’s 24/7 support for immediate questions 

and guaranteed 2-hour maintenance response for mechanical issues.  There’s solution 

engineers who can work with you on strategic business planning and help implement, 

train and support your business.  On a larger scale, our Production Printing Business 

Group regularly hosts relevant business seminars that give you valuable information on 

the industry, changing technologies and smart business growth.  Our group also provides 

a range of business development tools to help you make the most of this incredible 

machine.  This kind of comprehensive, customer-focused service is an integral part of the Pro 

C900, helping you to stay informed, competitive and profitable in the evolving 

production printing world. 

 

So as we’ve seen, with the Pro C900, you really can have it all – maximum performance, 

quality, versatility, reliability, productivity and affordability – all in one machine.  No 

matter the volume, the complexity or the application, the Pro C900 will get the job done, 

and then some.  With intelligent engineering, powerhouse performance and advanced 

solutions, the Pro C900 won’t just make a believer out of you; it promises to equally wow 

your customers and keep them coming back for more. 

 

The future of affordable color is here.  Take your business to the next level with the Pro 

C900.   



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Johnson & Quin EMAIL CAMPAIGN 
 
 
 
CAMPAIGN 1 
Subject:  Take action before November to Avoid Higher Postal Fees 
 
Staying stuck in the postal past is costing your company!  Come November you’ll be paying more for 
your mail if you don’t make the switch to the USPS’s full-service Intelligent Mail barcode (IMB), the 
revolutionary system that gives a unique identity to every mail piece. 
 
With most services either free or at a lower cost than basic, full-service IMB lets you do more and get 
more from your mail.  And at Johnson & Quin, we are fully versed in the new system to help your 
company reap the MANY advantages of switching to full-service: 
 
• Increased savings • Cleaner, simplified look 
• Enhanced tracking • More marketing space 
• Better visibility in mail stream • Improved readability 
• Real-time, online access • Advanced error correction 
• Uncomplicated process • Reduced return mail 

 
Johnson & Quin is a national leader in full-service direct mail printing and production.   
Contact us today at (847) 588-4800 or jqinfo@j-quin.com to discuss how you can cash in on full-service 
Intelligent Mail Barcode today. 
 
 
 
 
CAMPAIGN 2 
Subject:  Stop the return mail waste cycle today!   
 
Tired of eating huge sums of money each month on returned mail/bad addresses?   
 
You can clean up your address hygiene issues once and for all with the new USPS Intelligent Mail’s 
Address Correction Service.  Its fully automated, single barcode technology allows the USPS to 
electronically capture move updates and immediately notify you with the new information so you can 
easily, efficiently maintain accurate records! 
 
As bona fide experts in the new Intelligent Mail system, Johnson & Quin specializes in helping companies to 
immediately and significantly reduce return mail waste.  So if you’re ready to stop wasting precious 
money and time playing catch-up with your address data, we’re ready to help. 
 
Johnson & Quin is a national leader in full-service direct mail printing and production.   
Contact us today at (847) 588-4800 or jqinfo@j-quin.com to stop the return mail waste cycle. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
CAMPAIGN 3   
Subject:  Slash your Mailing Costs by 25% with Postal Optimization 
 
Myth #1:  The bigger the shop, the lower the postage.   
False!  Larger companies don’t necessarily offer the best postal discounts. 
 
Myth #2:  Commingling is always the best option.   
False!  One size definitely does not fit all when it comes to getting the lowest price and quickest delivery. 
 
Myth #3:  My company is using the best mailing process for my needs. 
Not likely!  Most companies aren’t knowledgeable on the best and cheapest methods for sending mail.  In fact, 
many just push the option they’ve invested equipment in. 
 
The biggest problem of buying into these myths?  YOU are paying the price! 
 
At Johnson & Quin we are true experts in the science of postal optimization.  Our dedicated Operations 
Department objectively assesses multiple determinants of each unique mailing to bring you bigger savings 
and select the choice that’s in your best interest: 
 
• Drop Ship:  In some cases, drop-shipping to multiple postal facilities offers the speediest deliveries as 

well as added postal discounts. 
• Co-palletization:  If you qualify, this alternative lets you take advantage of special destination entry 

discounts you wouldn’t be eligible for independently. 
• Commingling:  Due to recent rate changes for BMC and SCF discounts, commingling can make sense for 

larger mailings, sorting your direct mail with other companies’ to be eligible for reduced rates. 
 
Johnson & Quin is a national leader in full-service direct mail printing and production.   
Contact us today at (847) 588-4800 or jqinfo@j-quin.com to discuss how your company can save with 
postal optimization. 
 
 
 
CAMPAIGN 4   
Subject:  Get MORE CONTROL of your Postal Documents at Less Cost 
 
They’re your mail documents… don’t you deserve direct, real-time access to them?  Now you can with the 
USPS’s new Intelligent Mail barcode (IMB) system.   This revolutionary technology gives you unprecedented 
knowledge and control, radically expanding your ability to track individual mail pieces and leverage this 
information for greater mailing success.  
 
IMB combines multiple features into a single code – giving a unique identity to every mail piece – so you 
can trace a variety of parameters to make the most of each mailing.  And with full-service IMB, 
automatic start-the-clock scan reports are free! 
 
At Johnson & Quin, we are fully versed in the USPS’s new IMB system to help companies like yours to get 
more from their mailings. 
 
Johnson & Quin is a national leader in full-service direct mail printing and production.   
Contact us today at (847) 588-4800 or jqinfo@j-quin.com to learn more about what IMB’s tracking 
capabilities can mean for your business. 
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Pandora Introduces New Fall Line 

with Success of the Magic Show under its Belt 
 
 
LAS VEGAS -- Pandora Casuals, the Los Angeles-based junior apparel 
company, is gaining speed with the recent release of their new Fall 1998 line. 
Featuring a collection of crisp new shades and trendy comfortable materials, 
the line possesses the distinct energy and style that keeps Pandora at the 
cutting-edge of junior fashion. 
 
Case in point, Pandora recently unveiled its new line to 100,000 attendees at 
the Women’s Wear Daily Magic Show in Las Vegas. “The Magic Show was 
an enormous success for Pandora, and the response was phenomenal,” 
notes Ace Ross, senior vice-president of marketing and sales for Pandora. 
“We wanted everything about our latest clothing designs to empower young 
women to feel confident and comfortable in and about our clothing.” 
 
With their designs in over 2,000 specialty stores worldwide, Ross believes 
that Pandora’s fall line reflects its world-renowned reputation for fashion. 
“This collection boasts numerous form-fitting velvets, shiny metallics and 
glittered fabrics, appealing to fashionable young women everywhere,” said 
Ross. “By catering exclusively to the junior market, we inspire the confidence 
and spunk that make our clothing so fun to wear.”  
 
About Pandora 
 
Since 1992, Pandora has exclusively tailored its designs to the junior market. 
With designs in over 2000 stores worldwide, Pandora sells casual junior 
separates, dresses, pants, skirts, tanks and T-shirts. In addition to 
tremendous U.S. growth, Pandora distributes and sells their designs in 
England, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Hungary, Canada, 
Singapore, Israel, Lebanon, Columbia, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Pandora is 
based in Los Angeles. 
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